Focus on performance

Understanding your building’s performance is more important than ever before. However, as systems become increasingly connected, keeping your finger on the pulse of what is going on is growing more and more difficult.

INTRODUCING HONEYWELL ENTERPRISE DASHBOARDS

Enterprise Dashboards help give you insight into your building’s operational efficiency and energy performance, so you can focus on business outcomes. Enterprise Dashboards are part of the Honeywell Command and Control Suite, built upon the Honeywell Enterprise Buildings Integrator (EBI) platform and over 100 years of systems experience.

SEE THE BIG PICTURE

Collecting data is important, but converting the ones and zeros into meaningful information is crucial to improving your business. Honeywell Enterprise Dashboards capture performance data, historical trends and operating parameters from Honeywell or third-party products.

You can easily visualize this data with real-time key performance indicators, encouraging proactive facility management and helping ensure that important issues remain top of mind.

NAVIGATE YOUR DATA

Spreadsheets are a thing of the past. You can perform advanced analysis of your data within Enterprise Dashboards, such as comparison of current and historic data, monitoring of operational trends and real-time analysis of consumption data.

You can also reduce operational and energy costs by assessing data that different buildings and equipment produce – providing insight into performance drivers across your facility.

MADE FOR YOUR BUILDING

No two buildings are exactly alike. Enterprise Dashboard’s grid layout and widget library provides you the flexibility to create individualized web pages to suit your facility and business needs. The widgets provide user-friendly visualizations that can be customized to display numerous operating parameters in your system. Its HTML5 compliance provides accessibility from a variety of devices – smart phone, tablet, desktop and Honeywell Command Wall.

For more information about Honeywell Enterprise Dashboards and other related offerings, visit command.honeywell.com